Justice Warren Speaks
At Mid-Year Exercises
Rear Warren, chief justice of the United States, delivered the main address at the mid-year graduation exercises today in the University Auditorium. He received an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws.

The Court of Appeals Must Hear Cases Of Two Houses

Acacia, Sigma Chi

Rush As Scheduled

To Editorial Staff of DP

Nine Heelers Are Elected

To Visit University of Pennsylvania

Prep School Students To Visit University Campus tomorrow

After the tours and movies of the Penn Relays will be shown Wednesday night at the Ken and Key Society, a meeting of the Princeton Relays will be held.

Klimm To Receive Geography Award

Dr. W. H. Klimm, head of the Department of Geography at the University of Pennsylvania, will receive the Henry Grier Award from the National Academy of Sciences on Wednesday.

Penn Med, Dental Schools Practice Bias, Group Asserts

Philadelphia, March 10—A group of students from the University of Pennsylvania and the Joseph's Hospital School of Medicine, which is connected with the University, have appealed to the University president and to the faculty to take action to prevent discrimination in the universities' practices. The students say that they have been denied admission to the schools because of their race.

Nine Heelers Are Elected

Nine Heelers were elected to the editorial staff of the Daily Pennsylvanian today. They are: John W. Alexander, editor-in-chief; Gene Gismondi, managing editor; and Robert J. Smith, sports editor.

Klimm To Receive Geography Award

Dr. W. H. Klimm, head of the Department of Geography at the University of Pennsylvania, will receive the Henry Grier Award from the National Academy of Sciences on Wednesday.
Is it not an unusual procedure to dedicate songs, books, monuments, etc., to childishness? It is not only possible, but it is hoped, that some of you students who are still around to read it in the future will be able to find the time to appreciate this essay. The obvious conclusion is that the Interfraternity Council have fallen short of the group's avowed purpose. First, let us be the first to object. And second, quite a bit more important, is the matter of the two fraternities which mailed information to prospective rushers. The penalties meted out to the offenders were ridiculously reminiscent of early penal legislation, in which the list of crimes punishable by death was well over 200. Whether the members of the Disciplinary Committee acted from other than honorariously motives is open to question. The spirit of free contact which pervades the present Rushing Code is in some way eroded by the one under consideration. If it allows unlimited contact between freshmen and fraternity men, even on campus, it violates the exception of fraternities and the freshman's room. It would seem clearer that the appreciation of mailing information is even more ridiculous. This marks a beginning of a trend back to the old-fashioned system, let us be the first to object. And we will continue to object as long as such childishness persists.

**Business Is Brewing**

The result is a cheery, brighter atmosphere in which to save money. The training moment which has long been a concern to many of the dollars, which is well known to everyone, does certainly deserve a lot of credit for answer. Students are extending their knowledge of publicity in promoting this student group which, however, is running high as to whether the Interfraternity Council's business done by this student group which, to give them credit for the amount of publicity given them, which incidently, is not in accordance with IPD policy, cannot help but go in their favor. If they are not acquainted and the previous decision is maintained, they will no doubt enjoy a position close enough to the kings of publicity in the eyes of the many freshmen who don't know what to make of the matter in the first place.

The do's and don'ts. This morning in ivy auditorium about seven hundred prospective rushers will assemble to be entertained in coming two weeks of rush- ing. Many will be saved to learn and teach them that the problem of fraternity life is a very desirable part of undergraduate life at Pennsylvania. Officers will agree that fraternity business is usually the business done by this student group which, however, is running high as to whether the Interfraternity Council's business done by this student group which, to give them credit for the amount of publicity given them, which incidently, is not in accordance with IPD policy, cannot help but go in their favor. If they are not acquainted and the previous decision is maintained, they will no doubt enjoy a position close enough to the kings of publicity in the eyes of the many freshmen who don't know what to make of the matter in the first place.

Speculation is running high as to whether the IP Fraternity Chairman will set the pace for the orientation meeting today in Irvine. He has been seen chasing across the Delaware River Bridge at a high rate of speed by several top fraternity men, among them the popular student leader. Seems that even the printed notice which was to be out early Wednesday morning were a bit late. Even so last week to ITV we noticed the familiar picture of Irvine Auditorium had been taken from the wall of one of the student dorms and was desperately in need of repair. We wonder if this could have been a result of the recent conned to announce in all building. Perhaps the deliberate shade of light put out twice, while in a house of Irvine. Some people are still wondering what is to be announced on Founder's Day, the popular head of the Interfraternity and the Undergraduate Councils was overlooked. We wonder too,
The Daily Pennsylvania, combining as it does, in a large measure, the news and comments of the Junior editorial Board and, renewal was the victory of the University in addition to its convenience of having house dining facilities. Instead of fraternity nulling. The writers of this film, urge...fraternity and somewhat, are hired directly by individual Company units to help out during vaca- 

Dave McGinnis asks:

**Does Du Pont Have Summer Jobs for College Students?**

C. David McGinnis will receive his B.S. degree in chemical engineering from the University of Texas in June 1977. Currently, he's a senior at the University of Texas and a member of the Delta Upsilon and Phi Eta Sigma fraternities at Texas.

Ivar Lundgaard answers:

Yes, Dave, the Du Pont Company regularly employs students of science and engineering in its Summer Technical Training Program. The chief purpose is to provide good technical training under industrial conditions. And we learn about the students while they learn about us.

Students selected for the program after campus interviews include candidates for the B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees. Assignments are related to their academic interests.

Last summer 470 students from 98 institutions participated in the program. In this way, you can do your job and get to permanent employment after graduation.

In addition, many other students are hired directly by the Company and are used during vacation periods of our regular employees. For this "vacation relief" work, students are likely to be vacated; however, these students also gain valuable insights into the practice, and many acquire experience related to their fields of study.

Altogether, about 350 college students, from both technical and non technical fields and at all levels of education, were involved in this experience this summer. As you can readily see, Dave, that the Du Pont Company attaches a lot of importance to summer jobs for college students.
Penn to Meet Yale, Brown
In Season's Track Opener

In an effort to justify track coach Ken Doburt's belief that "my best team since I have been here," the Quaker faithful encounter Yale and Brown this afternoon in the Eli's Cox Cage.

After today's meet, the first of many for each of the three squads this season, John Hogen, Yale's best cross-country man.In the mile. Barr, pole vault, Jerry Barr and Jim mates Halnes and Kir are back this year along with of Yale's John Halpern. All three each of last year's winning
1,000 with teammate Bruce Dern

12'6". threaten to dominate the
Doherty's boast of

Eli

Penn to Meet Yale, Brown
In Season's Track Opener

Baseball Meeting
An organized meeting of all candidates for the varsity baseball team will be held on Monday, February 13, at 4 p.m. in the William White training house. All interested apparatusmen are invited to attend.

Lacrosse Notice
An organized meeting of all lacrosse men will be held on Tuesday, February 13, at 4 p.m. in the William White training house. All interested apparatusmen are invited to attend.

You are cordially invited to attend the program
Music of the Faiths
A Festival of Religious Music
presented by the choirs of
Hillel and Westminster Foundations
at the University of Pennsylvania
MEMORIAL HALL
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 12, at 8 P.M.
Christian Association
36th & Locust Streets

LOCAL MOVIE GUIDE

Nixon
(3rd & 7th, 7th at 7:30)
50c today until 6:00 P.M.
Dean Martin
Jerry Lewis
in "ARTISTS AND MODELS"
in Musical and Technicolor

"Weave at: 50c, 35c, & 30c"

Philo Farnsworth

"SUDDENLY"
Shees at 1:00, 1:30, & 4:25

Spruce
60c at Straw Show
7th & 5th
Earnest Borgnine
in "MARTY"
Co-starring with "CLYDOSES"
K. Douglas - S. Mangano


day a patron and Wun did this bit across the
boo and "rinU-rries. With this mechanical brain, Wun
So the prof rickshawed home and took a bath. Soon
next day he brought in a counting gizmo made of bam-
I'll think of something. You can count on it."
"Gad, Dad," sympathized the math man, "keep cool.
Next day he brought in a counting gizmo made of bam-
So the prof rickshawed home and took a bath. Soon
next day he brought in a counting gizmo made of bam-
I'll think of something. You can count on it."
"Gad, Dad," sympathized the math man, "keep cool.

E U R O P E
20 Countries—12 Days Abroad by air, all expenses, $315 (NY)
Europe for Collegians
255 S. Sequoia, Pasadena, Calif.

Storm Halts I-F Keglers; Goebel Has High Game
A 220 game by Ed Goebel of Alpha Chi Rho and an act of nature were the most interesting features of the Interfraternity Bowling League this week.

Nature was the storm which caused the lights to go out at William Penn bowling alleys before the conclusion of the second game of the season.

The games will be continued this after-
noon. The standings in the Mon-
day Red League are: Alpha Chi
Epstein Phi out ahead with a 14-2 record, with Epstein Phi and Beta Theta Pi tied for sec-
cond with 11-3-1 stakes. Phi Kappa Phi is in fourth place with a 9-7 record.

Season's High Game
The high game of the season by Goebel was scored Tuesday when his team, Alpha Chi Rho, took two out of three games from Sigma Chi and remained in second place with a 16-4 record. Phi Alpha remains in the first place with a 11-1-1 slate.
Pennsylvania's basketball season will culminate in the annual Pennsylvania-Syracuse game. The game will be played in Philadelphia on Saturday, March 11.

The game will be a preview of the Pennsylvania-Syracuse series, which will be played on February 28 in Philadelphia. The Pennsylvania-Syracuse series is the most prestigious basketball series in the country, and it is a tradition for the two teams to play each other at least once a year.

The Pennsylvania-Syracuse game will be held at the Palestra, the main gymnasium of the University of Pennsylvania. The gymnasium has a capacity of 10,000 spectators and is located on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania.

The Pennsylvania-Syracuse game will be a hard-fought battle between two of the best basketball teams in the country. The game will be a must-see event for basketball fans, and it is a great way to end the season.

In summary, the Pennsylvania-Syracuse game is a must-see event for basketball fans, and it is a great way to end the season. The game will be played on Saturday, March 11, at the Palestra, the main gymnasium of the University of Pennsylvania.
The Highball Association of Alumnae will hold its regular meeting on Thursday, and the Indian Student Association is invited.

IIKN—Slide Rule (or the Niagara) will be an event tonight in the Student Union Hall. A Valentine dance tonight from 9 to 12 will be held in advance of Valentine's Day.

Protect Your Books

Pros and Cons of Christmas

Accia, Sigma Chi Rush As Scheduled

St. Valentine's Day is the occasion for the annual rush of the Sigma Chi fraternity, and it has been decided that the rush will be held as scheduled.

IIKN—Slide Rule (or the Niagara) will be an event tonight in the Student Union Hall. A Valentine dance tonight from 9 to 12 will be held in advance of Valentine's Day.

The Highball Association of Alumnae will hold its regular meeting on Thursday, and the Indian Student Association is invited.

Opposite:

Fraternity Member, Independent, Present Both Sides of House

(Continued From Page Three)

requirements can really be that good.

A final point, an indictment which this writer considers to be a paradox: It seems that the fraternity system is tied to the individuality of the student. But if fraternity men get the important positions on campus, then, as this writer sees it, the fraternity is "out of it." In almost all respects this is false. The average fraternity man wants a campus, as well as the independent man about campus is the one who gets somewhere because he wants to and has the capability.

Nonetheless, it is true that the fraternity system is tied to the individuality of the student. But if fraternity men get the important positions on campus, then, as this writer sees it, the fraternity is "out of it." In almost all respects this is false. The average fraternity man wants a campus, as well as the independent man about campus is the one who gets somewhere because he wants to and has the capability.
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